Realm 1 Housing Co-Op Startup
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This document describes the steps for setting up a housing co-op in Realms 1, 4, 8, 16 and 20 where there are increasing numbers of clones. Although it is possible to set up housing co-ops in upper numbered realms, the number of clones will make the task difficult. In Realm 1, there are no clones. Places in Realm 1 will open up as residents graduate (approximately every three years). Other realms described in this document will have the following number of clones per person:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Realm</th>
<th>Number of Clones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 or 3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6 or 7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The number of clones in Realms 4 and 8 will vary depending on whether a Muggle Clone Minor is present. Sirians and Major Race members who were born on Earth had Major Race members walk in during 2014, and 2015. This group will be a tremendous help to Earth's Muggle population because most Major Race members have advanced skills in computer technology.

**Setting Up a Preliminary (or Permanent) Housing Co-Op in a Hotel**

Chapter 8 in the Hobbit Housing Co-Op document describes details for setting up a housing co-op in Madison's Marriott Madison West Hotel which is a large hotel (292 rooms) with 19 conference rooms. With furnished sleeping accommodations and meeting room space for shared dining (and catering if the menu is approved), this plan may be a practical approach to "ramp" or get started. For the Cyborg staff who run a hotel (and possibly others), this location may be an ideal, longer-term housing co-op.
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1. In November 2016, the Waldorf Astoria in New York announced plans to convert rooms to 321 apartments (840 of the hotel's 1,400 hotel rooms will remain).

2. God has approved hotels with meeting spaces for use as housing co-ops in 20 states.

3. To view Chapter 8 in the Hobbit Housing Co-Op book, go to:
   
   http://housing.x10host.com/hobbit_beds_and_food.pdf

Bay Colony Club and Adjacent Port Royale

Bay Colony Club and Port Royale are condominium and apartment rental communities on Fort Lauderdale's large intercoastal waterway that runs parallel to the ocean. Bay Colony Club was built in 1973 and was purchased by Berkshire Hathaway (Warren Buffet's company) in 2012. The condos are mostly 2 bedroom units with 1,200 sq. ft. of space. Port Royale was built in 1988 with 60-units added in 2017. The units have 472 to 1841 sq ft. The properties share a chain link fence and there is a plan to remove a substantial section around Bay Colony Club's Building 17. All housing co-op residents will need to douse the location of their assigned apartment. Port Royale assignments will go to residents who cooperate with God's plan.

Chain Link Fence Removal and Recycled Plastic Curb Cuts

A heavy duty bold cutter will be needed to remove sections of the chain link fence that separates Bay Colony Club from Port Royale, see:

http://housing.x10host.com/path_to_ascension_04_08_17.pdf (p. 43)

Dowse the sections to be removed.

There are Slash Pine and Bamboo trees along the fence that will need to be removed. Gemplers in Janesville, Wisconsin sells a spade called a “King of Spades” that is suited for shrub removal. For step-by-step instructions, refer to a YouTube video titled “How to Remove a Shrub,” see:

http://housing.x10host.com/cyborg_projects_outdoors_04_25_17.pdf

www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSyffcDMSD8

The exposed ground can be covered with Ground Contact Pressure Treated Pine (plywood) from Home Depot. Measure the height of the curb on both
properties and compare the dimensions of a product from Vestil called Wide Heavy Duty Rectangular Rubber Ramp (also called a “curb cut”) sold at Home Depot. The ramps are 6.5 inches wide and sold in different widths. This will provide an ability to drive electric vehicles back and forth.

**Apartment Sharing**

Housing co-op residents in higher numbered realms will have more roommates than residents in lower numbered realms. For example, two people will be assigned to two bedroom (two bath) apartments in Realms 1 and 4.

In order to stay on God's Ascension Path, you will need to follow His assignments and dowsed directions precisely (specific apartment, specific bed and daily routine). The goal is to train co-op residents to share.

**Housing Co-Op Clusters on a Larger Property**

A housing co-op revolves around an apartment used for shared dining. At BCC for example, a shared dining space would accommodate approximately 18 to 20 people. This shared dining space and two supplemental apartments for food storage and food preparation would be part of a 12-apartment housing co-op cluster. BCC, with 640 apartments, would have space for several housing co-ops. Due to the need for central purchasing, there is a need for a general manager and three assistants.

**Municipal Garbage Collection**

The private companies that have contracts to collect garbage in South Florida will only be operating in Realms 1 and 4.

Ordinarily, trash is taken to landfills; material recycling facilities (MRF, pronounced “murphs”), or a waste energy plant. In Fort Lauderdale, the Wheelabrator South Broward energy-from-waste facility compacts waste, moves it into “fire boxes,” where it is burned. The heat makes steam, which activates turbines, which run generators, which produce electricity. Although incinerated trash, or energy-from-waste, is considered the wave of the future, it is not approved. Biological processing, or composting, should be the wave of the future. The City of Fort Lauderdale has been composting seaweed in Snyder Park since 2007. See: “Petroleum-Based Plastic is Killing Plankton” in my article titled, “Get Behind Bill Gates
Campaign: A Two-Part Strategy, at:
Note: Plankton is an important life form in the food chain and it is involved in the exchange of gases in Earth's atmosphere.

**Phase I and Phase II**

It will take approximately 6 weeks to set up complete living accommodations at BCC. In that time period, shared dining, showers and laundry will be set up at BCC and 57th Street will be used overnight.

**Central Processing**

Three apartments will be needed for central processing that is used to keep track of merchandise purchased on local shops as well as merchandise purchased online. These apartments will need tables, shelves, floor lamps, clothing racks and a large garbage can.

**Local Shops**

Merchandise purchased at local retailers will need to be dropped at the central processing location where items will be compared to spreadsheet line items. A local shopping coordinator will need to track any missing items that will need to be ordered online.

**Online Order Deliveries**

Merchandise purchased online will need to be entered on a spreadsheet at the time an order is placed. This record can also contain notes regarding the need for assembly (to line up freelancers). When boxes are delivered, the packing slip should be photocopied and returned to the box that will often need to be placed on shelves until items can be distributed. An online shopping coordinator will need to compare copies of packing slips to spreadsheet line items. Three ring binders with Avery plastic sheet protectors are helpful for filing packing slips.

When boxes are unpacked, punched index cards can be attached to one or more hangers identifying the destination. Other items can be placed in plastic milk crates for similar delivery.

See:
http://crashlanding.x10host.com/startup_housing_co_op_clothing_shipments.pdf
This chapter and the chapter that follows describe startup sleeping, showering, laundry and shared dining. Within the first few hours, there will be a need to rent U-Haul vehicles for local shops, see U-Haul of Pompano Beach at:

http://housing.x10host.com/path_to_ascension_04_08_17.pdf, p. 60

Items that need to be purchased immediately include:

• (Best Buy) Laptop Computers, MacBookPro or Asus (or Apple iPad, or Mini iPad)

• (Best Buy) Computer bags

• (FedEx Office) FedEx Office Brand Flash Drives

• Cots (e.g. Coleman Converta Cot at Sears (901 N. Federal Hwy., Fort Lauderdale, FL) or Walmart (2300 W. Atlantic Blvd. Pompano Beach, FL)

For a map that covers a large driving loop to area Walmart and Sears stores, see:
http://housing.x10host.com/walmart_target_sears_shop.pdf

• (Walmart) Pillows

• (Walmart or Target) Cotton Pillow Cases (e.g. Better Homes and Garden Brand from Walmart)

• (Walmart) Fleece Blankets

• (Walmart or Target) Adjustable Floor Lamp (Target) or, Better Homes and Garden (Walmart)

• (Walmart) Chest Freezers (dowse required number)
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FYI: Placeholder text here to show the approximate size and position of type.

- (Walmart) Small refrigerators (dowse required number)
- (Walmart) Hand truck (in department with large garbage cans)
- (Walmart) Plano white plastic shelves
- (Walmart) Tailgate chairs
- (Walmart) Clothing racks (e.g. Better Homes and Garden that has swinging arms for drying clothes)
- (Walmart) Wooden hangers (Walmart's Mainstays brand, box)
- (Walmart) Small Black Folding Tables (for setting up shared dining)
- (Walmart) Black folding chairs (temporary chairs needed for the first days or weeks). Dowse the required number
- (Walmart) Mr. Coffee, single button, white, dowse required number
- (Walmart) Mainstays Single Hot Plate
- (Walmart) Collander Set
- (Walmart) Anchor Hocking Brand 2-Quart Batter Bowl
- (Walmart) Pyrex Measuring Cup
- (Walmart) 4-Quart Pyrex Mixing Bowl
- (Walmart) Anchor Hocking Brand Glasses, 16 oz.
- (Walmart) Digital Timer (kitchen gadget section)
- (Walmart) Farberware 8 inch Bread Knife

Additional Beds

There are 7 empty apartments at BCC. If there is a shortage of cots for sleeping, BCC has 80 Strap Patio Chaise Lounge Chairs around the pools at the Recreation Centers: There are also beds aboard the yachts. Large groups should hold a unique name event (for clones) and dowsed bed locations (getting a message to someone may require a note placed (or pinned/taped) at their bed location).
**Additional Items to Buy Local or Order Online**

Footnotes inside a book called Hobbit Housing Co-Op contain items that will need to be purchased locally or ordered online. See Chapter 1 (e.g. toothpaste that is fluoride and SLS-free):

http://housing.x10host.com/hobbit_beds_and_food.pdf

- (Walmart) Good Cook Brand Plastic Scrubbers (won’t scratch 18/10 stainless)
- (Walmart) Oven Mits (Walmart's Mainstays quilted mits or silicone mits)
- (Walmart) Plastic Measuring Cup (for measuring white vinegar)
- (Walmart) 4 foot Folding Tables (heavier, for toaster ovens)
- (Walmart) Oster for Life or Farberware 6-Slice Toaster ovens (dowse required number)
- (Walmart) 15 ounce plastic party cups
- (Walmart) White Cloud Green Earth Triple Roll Bath Tissue (toilet paper)
- (Walmart) Lysol Bowl Brush & Caddy
- (Walmart or Publix) Coated Paper plates
- (Walmart or Publix) Coated Paper bowls
- (Walmart) Duck EZ Start® Packaging Tape (dowse quantity)

**Bulk Food Orders at Publix and Walmart**

Almost immediately, you will need to begin ordering bulk quantities of food at Publix (or Walmart). Managers at these stores have told me that they will need a couple of days notice.
• (Walmart) Duck EZ Start Packaging Tape Refills (dowse quantity)
• (Target) Sunbeam 4-Slice Toasters (dowse required number)
• Heavy plastic shopping bags from retailers such as HomeGoods to hang bulky (e.g. pillow) or heavy items (extra shoes) over wooden hangers
• (Walmart) Paper punch for making tags for labeling closet sections, shelves and totes
• (Walmart) Blank Index cards for making tags for labeling closet sections, shelves and totes
• (Walmart) Xacto Knife
• (Walmart) Metal Ruler
• (Walmart) Self-Healing Cutting Board
• (Walmart) Thin, elastic womens' headbands for making tags for labeling closet sections, shelves and totes
• (Walmart) Over Door Wardrobe Hook (for drying clothes)
• (Walmart or Bed, Bath and Beyond) Swinging Kitchen Towel Rack (wall mount) for drying clothes
• (Walmart) Rubbermaid Commercial Garbage Plastic Container, 32 gallon
• (Walmart) Heavy Extra Strong Extra Large Trash Can Liner Drawstring Bags, 32 or 33 gallon
• (Walmart) Power Strips (computer department)
• (Walmart) Electric Outlet Extender
• (Walmart) GE Soft White 3-Way Bulbs
• (Walmart) LED Light Bulbs
• (Walmart) GE Night Lights (with a switch)
• (Walmart) Purex Natural Elements, Liquid Laundry Detergent, 72 oz, $3.97
• (Walmart) Great Value Distilled White Vinegar, 1 gal, $2.48
• (Walmart) Spring Water 1 Gal (Pack of 6), Publix or Great Value brand sold in store).

• (Walmart) Bostitch 14" Tool Bag, Yellow (for central processing)

• (Walmart) Irwin 2-Pack Vise-Grip Slip Joint & Long Nose Pliers, 2078702

• (Walmart) Stanley Hand Tools 60-060 6 Piece Set Slotted & Phillips Screwdrivers

• (Walmart) Stanley 51627 20 Oz Gray Fiberglass Rip Claw Hammer

• (Walmart) Channellock 6", Adjustable Wrench, Chrome Vanadium Steel, 806W

• (Walmart) Kc Professional 90112 12ft Monster Tape Measure

• (Walmart) MCR Safety Economy Cover Safety Goggles

• (Walmart) Burts Bees 100% Natural Lip Balm, Honey, 0.15 ounce

• (Walmart) Gillette Sensor2 Men's Disposable Razors, 18 count

• (Walmart) Edge Sensitive Skin Shave Gel, 7 oz, 2 count

• (Walmart) Oral-B Glide Pro-Health Deep Clean Cool Mint Flavor Floss Twin Pack 80 M

• (Target) Mason Jars Half Gallon (for egg batter dredged vegetables)

• (Target) White Plastic Lids Wide Mouth

• (Target) Method Foaming Hand Wash Sea Mineral 10.0 fl oz.

• (Target) Goody® 8" Comb

• (Target) Towel, dark colors to conserve on the number of laundry loads

• (Target) Krupps Coffee Grinders (dowse quantity required)

• (Target) RE Brand Wash Cloths for Kitchen, Navy (set of 8 tied in a ribbon)

• (Publix) Ziploc Slider All Purpose Quart Storage Bags, 42ct

• (Publix) ZIPLOC CB011443 Reclosable Bag, Snack, Clear, Plastic,
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- (Publix) Seventh Gen. Natural Dishwasher Detergent SEV22818PK, (alternate) Publix Brand
- (Publix) Bon Ami 04030 12 Oz Bon Ami Cleaning Cake & Powder
- (Publix) Paper Towels
- (Publix) Shower Mats
- (Publix) Unbleached Coffee Filters, Publix Brand
- (Publix) 9 ounce cold beverage paper cups
- (Publix) Mrs. Meyers Lavender or Honeysuckle Dish Soap
- (Publix) Publix Brand Wet Mop Refills (green Swifter is on this list from Walmart)
- (HomeGoods) Snapper Clothes Hangers
- (Whole Foods or Publix) Small and Medium Cloth shopping bags for storing personal items on Plano shelves
- (DollarTree or Walmart) Lunch-size napkins (Vanity Fair Quality)
- (DollarTree) Pears Soap
- (DollarTree) White Plastic Hangers (see online source for clipper hangers)
- (DollarTree) Night Lights with Light/Dark Sensors
- (DollarTree) 60 Sheet Small Spiral Bound Pocket Notebooks
- (Best Buy) Supentown (SPT) 18 inch portable dishwasher (douse the required number)
- (Home Depot) Delta Classic Kitchen Faucet (needed for portable dishwasher hookup)

Other items that need to be purchased immediately include:
- (Jeffrey Allen Electric Vehicle Dealer, Davie, Florida) Club Car Model = Onward (4 passenger), douse the required number

Other items that need to be ordered or purchased online include:
• (Jeffrey Allen Electric Vehicle Dealer, Davie, Florida) Club Car Model = Villager (8 passenger), dowse the required number

• (AF Lighting, 2709 Commerce Way, Philadelphia, PA 19154, Toll Free: (800) 881-5483), Antique Brass Floor Lamp, Small, adjusts from 23 inches to 26.5 inches with poly/cotton shade

• (AF Lighting, 2709 Commerce Way, Philadelphia, PA 19154, Toll Free: (800) 881-5483), Antique Brass Floor Lamp, Large, adjusts from 48.25" to 58"H with poly/cotton shade

• (DollarTree) Royal Norfolk Classic White Round Stoneware Dinner Plates, 10.5 in.

• (DollarTree) Royal Norfolk White Round Stoneware Side Plates, 7.5 in.

• (DollarTree) Royal Norfolk Contemporary White Square Stoneware Mugs, 12 oz.

• (Walmart) Better Homes and Gardens 6.25" Scalloped Bowl, White, Set of 6 (to check eggs for black spots)

• (Walmart) Mainstays Everyday Solid Colors 9" Serving Bowl, White

• (Walmart) Good Cook 2 Piece Classic Silicone Spatula Set

• (Walmart) Leifheit 2-in-1 Spatula Tongs, Black

• (Walmart) Better Homes and Gardens 16 oz Scalloped Mug, White, Set of 6, $19.88

• (Walmart or Other Retailers) 18/10 Stainless Steel Pans (e.g. Skillets) Note: There are many 18/10 Stainless Steel Utensils listed in footnotes in the Hobbit Housing Co-Op document.

• (Dillards.com) Southern Living Charleston 45-Piece Flatware Set, 6 per 3 apt., $149

• (Dillards.com) Lenox Vintage Jewel Traditional Stainless Steel Flatware, 4 pc. Hostess Set, (18/10), $60, 4 per 3 apt.

• (Amazon.com) Artaste 56525 Rain II Forged 18/10 Stainless Steel Flatware 20 Piece Set, Service for 4, Silver, $49.97

• (Amazon.com) Artaste 59380 Rain 18/10 Stainless Steel Flatware 36pcs set, 3pcs each for 12 service, $57.95
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- (Amazon.com) Artaste 56433 Rain 18/10 Stainless Steel 7 Piece Hostess Set, Silver, $29.95
- (Amazon.com) Artaste 59311 Rain 18/10 Stainless Steel Teaspoon, 6.25-Inch, Set of 12, $19.97
- (Amazon.com) Artaste 59328 Rain 18/10 Stainless Steel Dinner Fork, 7.6-Inch, Set of 12, $19.97
- (Amazon.com) Oneida Moda, 2-Piece Carving Set, 18/10 Stainless Steel, $19.99
- (Amazon.com) Reed & Barton Hammered Antique 2-Piece Carving Set-0, $40
- (Amazon.com) Berghoff RON 18/10 Stainless Steel Non-stick Paring Knife 3.25" Ash, $26.97
- (Amazon.com) Berghoff RON 18/10 Stainless Steel Vegetable Knife 4.75" Ultra Sharp Anti Corrosion Ergonomic Handle Non Slip Cooks Knife, Ash, $35.58
- (Amazon.com) NEXGADGET Kitchen Utensils Set 24-Piece Nylon Cooking and Baking Utensils with Rubberized Handles for Nonstick Cookware, 24 pieces, $35.99
- (Amazon.com) NEXGADGET Bamboo Utensil Holder Kitchen Utensils Crock Kitchen Tools Holder, $13.99
- (Amazon.com) Ohio Stoneware Crock 2 Gal. 9-3/4" Dia. X 9" H $52.26 Note: This crock is for making sauerkraut. The recipe is in Sally Fallon's Nourishing Traditions Cookbook. The best source for whey (needed in the recipe) is from a dairy farmer
- (Amazon.com) Ohio Stoneware 2 Gallon Crock Cover $29.53
- (Amazon.com) TSM Products 10-15 Liter Stone Weight $26.39
- (Williams-sonoma.com) 6-Sided Grater, 18/10 stainless (for shredding cabbage for sauerkraut)
- (Bonanza.com) Meat Tenderizer Stainless Steel Ergonomic Non Slip Grip Dishwasher Safe 18/10 (for pounding cabbage for sauerkraut in a 4 quart Pyrex bowl).
• (Walmart) ZWILLING J.A. Henckels Bellasera 4-pc 18/10 Stainless Steel Steak Knife Set, $29.95

• (Coolerfreezer.com) Dr. Hulda Clark sterilized food, killing most parasites in food stored for a minimum of 24 hours at -20 degrees F (some nematodes survive arctic temps). Most walk-in freezers have settings at -10 degrees F (household freezers have a temperature of 0 degrees). This Houston-based company advertises freezer temps to -60, with delivery and installation in 50 states.

• (Webstaurantstore.com) Aarco 42" x 24" Cherry A-Frame Sign Board with Black Write On Chalk Board, two needed at each shared dining, one for chef and the other for the general manager, $89.99 ea.

• (Walmart.com) Crayola LLC Formerly Binney & Smith BIN510404 Crayola Colored Drawing Chalk, 24 S, $4.52 ea. X 20 = $90.40

• (Walmart.com) Cra-Z-art White Chalk, 16ct, $.98 ea. X 30 = $29.40

• (Walmart) Casabella Microfiber Sponges, 3pk in Plum, Lime, Orange Assorted, $6.04

• (Walmart) Ozark Trails Folding Wagons (dowse the required number)

• (Walmart) Planet Ultra Dishwashing Liquid, Free & Clear, Certified Biodegradable, 25 oz.

• (Amazon) DIMPA Storage bag, clear, $3.99

• (Amazon) iBed in a Box Hideaway Guest Bed, 32 x 74.5 x 13 in $105.08

• (Amazon) Gilbin, Quilted Cot Size Mattress Pad, 30" x 74" $19.99

• (Amazon) Cotton/Poly Fitted Cot Sheet (for iBed), White

• (Amazon) Lifetime 80160 Commercial Height Adjustable Folding Utility Table, 4 Feet, White Granite, Heights: 24 inch, 29 inch and 36 inch (countertop for food preparation)

• (Seatsandstools.com) Breuer side-chair or arm-chair (custom wood finish on frame and upholstery), or (bizchair.com) HERCULES Series Trapezoidal Back Stacking Banquet Chair Vinyl and 1.5" ick Seat - Silver Vein Frame, Color: Black, Brown/Coppervein (75% o ), $12.46
• (Sharperuniforms.com) English Chalk Stripe Bib Apron, Color=Black, dowse quantity required (for helpers as well as chefs)

• (WebstaurantStore.com) Bunn Axiom APS Twin Airpot Coffee Brewer 120/240V, Fits 1.9 to 3 liter airpots, sold separately, Output 15 Gallons Per Hour, Overall Dimensions: Width: 16” Depth: 18” Height: 23 1/2”, $1,159.00

• (WebstaurantStore.com) Choice 2.5 Liter Glass Lined Stainless Steel Airpot with Lever, $18.15 ea., 10 per 3 apt. dining, $180

• (Webstaurantstore.com) 9 3/4” x 4 1/2” Unbleached Natural Coffee Filter 12 Cup - 1000/Case, $8.49/Case

• (Webstaurantstore.com) American Metalcraft TRVR5 5” Round Silicone Trivet

• (Walmart) BUNN G2 HD, 2-Pound Bulk Commercial Coffee Grinder, Black, 22102, $928.09

• (Walmart) (Walmart.com) Mainstay 4 Leg Ironing Board, Neutral Cross-Hatch Cover, $19.94 ea

• (Walmart) Reynolds Non-Stick Parchment Paper, 45 sq ft (dowse quantity)

• (Walmart) Fiskars Classic 8" Multi-Purpose Scissors, Right Handed, (dowse quantity)

• (Walmart) Swifter Sweeper 10" Mop, Green

• (Amazon.com) Quartet Prestige Total Erase Dry-Erase One-Month Calendar, 4 x 3 Feet, Graphite Frame (CP43), $249.38 ea.

• (Amazon or Walmart) Household Essentials 2-Tier Tripod Air Dryer

• (Magnatag.com) Magnatag® 12” plastic-laminated Magnet Strips, Yellow, 6 packages, 3/8th in width, 12 in length, for task assignments inside the apt. $40 ea.

• (Magnatag.com) Magnatag® 12” plastic-laminated Magnet Strips, Orange, 6 packages, 3/8th in width, 12 in length, for task assignments outside the apt. $40 ea.
• (Magnatag.com) Magnatag® 12” plastic-laminated Magnet Strips, Green, 6 packages, 3/8th in width, 12 in length, for shower/bath locations, $40 ea.

• (Magnatag.com) Damp Erase Pens (for writing on magnet strips), $18.03 (per pkg. of 6),

• (Ultoffice.com) Whiteboard Markers, Broad-Tip (set of 4), Assorted, $8.95 ea.

• (Ultoffice.com) Magnetic Eraser & 10 Replacement Felts, $16.95

• (Target.com) 4-pk. 75-lb. Picture Hangers (for hanging boards and art work) - Chrome, $2.29 ea.

• (Ultoffice.com) 1” x 2” Month Indicator Magnet Set, $8.95 ea.

• (Ultoffice.com) 1” x 2” Days of the Week Magnet Set, $6.50 ea.

• (Ultoffice.com) 1” x 1” Date Magnet Set (1-31), $12.50 ea.

• (Ultoffice.com) Whiteboard Markers, Broad-Tip (set of 4), Assorted, $8.95 ea. X 4 = $35.80

• (Ultoffice.com) Magnetic Eraser & 10 Replacement Felts, $16.95

• (Ultoffice.com) 1” x 3” Magnetic Cardholders (pack of 25), $18.95

• (Ultoffice.com) 1” x 3” Flexcards (pack of 1,000), White $28.95

• (Amazon) 100 Large Blank WHITE Iron on Clothing Labels with special Permanent Marker

• (Amazon) Rowenta DW5080 Focus 1700-Watt Micro Steam Iron Stainless Steel Soleplate with Auto-Off, 400-Hole, Brown

• (Onlyhangers.com) Black Plastic Pant-Skirt Hangers w/Clips, Reference: PH404, Box of 100

• (Uline.com) Tork® Xpress® Tabletop Towel Dispenser - White (for bathrooms and shared dining), $16 ea. dowse quantity

• (Uline.com) Tork® Xpress® Deluxe Interfolded Towels, 6 cases, $67 ea.

• (Uline.com) Uline Coreless Trash Liners - .23 Mil, 4 Gallon, 2000 for $37
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- (Amazon) InterDesign Mildew-Free Water-Repellent Fabric Shower Curtain, 72-Inch by 72-Inch, White, $8.99 ea.
- (Target) S Shape Shower Hooks Chrome -Threshold brand, $10.49
- (Walmart) Brother DCP-L2540DW Laser Multi-Function Printer/Copier/Scanner, This item is for central processing.
- (Retailresource.com) Clothing Rack Size Dividers with Insert Window, White, 10 per package, Accepts 3 1/4" x 2 1/2" (W x H) inserts, $8.89 per package (see: p. 51 in the Path to Ascention document). This item is for central processing.
- (Retailresource.com) Divider Insert Cards, Blank, 100 per package, $29.99 ea. This item is for central processing.
- (Walmart) Avery Standard Weight Sheet Protector, 25count (Note: ALWAYS DOWSE QUANTITY YOU WILL NEED for every product). This item is for central processing.
- (Walmart) Dritz Quilting Basting Pins, Size 3, 40pk (for central processing)
- (Walmart, Local) Office Impressions Round-Ring Vinyl View Binders, White, 3" or Black, for central processing
- (Walmart) Alliance Brites Pic Pac Rubber Bands, 1.5 oz Box. This item is for central processing
- (Walmart) Stanley Hand Tools 10-499 Retractable Blade Quick-Change Utility Knife (or similar). This item is for central processing
- (Walmart) Sharpie Permanent Markers Chisel Point Set of 12, Black. This item is for central processing
- (Walmart) Paper Mate InkJoy 300RT Ballpoint Pen, 1.0mm, Black Ink, 24pk. This item is for central processing
- (Walmart) Scotch C40 Desk Tape Dispenser with 6 Rolls Scotch Magic Tape, 1" Core, Black, This item is for central processing
- (Walmart) ROLODEX 62557 Jumbo Pencil Holder, Black, This item is for central processing
• (Walmart.com) Pyrex 6-Piece Storage Plus Rectangle Value Pack for Dukan Inspired Egg, Oat and Buttermilk Bread and Crème Fraîche (note: use a lid for making Crème Fraîche but leave it open a crack)

• (Walmart) Drop-Leaf Utility Cart, White

• (Walmart) RUBBERMAID FG8316AFarberware 11" x 14" Poly Cutting Board

• (Walmart) Zyliss Lock 'N Lift Can Opener

• (Walmart) LG WHT Cutlery Tray

• (Walmart) Cameo Cutlery Tray, White

• (uline.com) Uline Utility Cart - 45 x 25 x 33”, Black, $129 ea, This item is for central processing

• (Home Depot) 11 in. H x 19 in. D x 13 in. W Plastic Rectangular Milk Crate in Black, $11.97, This item is for central processing

• (Productdisplaysolutions.com) SINGLE-RAIL BLACK BEAUTY CLOTHING RACK 48"H X 60"L. This item is for central processing

• (Productdisplaysolutions.com) SINGLE-RAIL BLACK BEAUTY CLOTHING RACK 463’H and 60” L. This item is for central processing

• (Amazon) Harper Trucks Lightweight 400 lb Capacity Glass Filled Nylon Plastic Convertible Hand Truck and Dolly. This item is for central processing

• (Amazon) Harper Trucks 700 lb Capacity Glass Filled Nylon Convertible Hand Truck and Dolly with 10" Pneumatic Wheels. This item is for central processing

• (Globalindustrial.com) Milwaukee® 2410-22 M12TM 3/8” Cordless Drill/Driver Kit. This item is for central processing

• (Globalindustrial.com)) Milwaukee® Shockwave DutyTM 29 Piece Impact Drive Bit Set. This item is for central processing

• (Woodcraft.com) Metaltech 6 Foot Maxi Square Scaffold, Model I-CISC. This item is for central processing
**Realm 1: Housing Co-Op Startup**

- (Fishseddy.com) Diner White Soup Plate (for Egg Drop Soup or Dandelion Green Salad, see Menu Grid at: http://crashlanding.x10host.com/bay_colony_menus.pdf)

- (Fishseddy.com) Diner White Cereal Bowl, 5 3/4 in. diameter

- (Fishseddy.com) Oval Bistro Platter 20"

- (spectrumchemical.com) Iodine Crystals
  
  Note: The recipe for Lugol's Iodine is in a small book about iodine that I wrote the WAPF chapter in Madison: http://articles.x10.mx/iodine_book_07_02_11.pdf (p. 118)

- (enasco.com) Potassium Iodide Crystals, 100 g.

- (Amazon) Qorpak ValuLine Glass Wide Mouth Packer Bottle, Amber (large brown glass bottle, 42 oz.)

- (freundcontainer.com) GLASS BOSTON ROUND BOTTLES WITH DROPPER CAP

- (Amazon or Home Depot) Agri-Fab 175 lb. Poly Pro Spiker Spreader (45-03012) Note: The how-to videos for assembly can be found at: https://vigs.sellpoints.com/agri-fab/agri-fab-175-lb-poly-pro-spiker-spreader-45-03012-2/

Items that will need freelance handymen and an electrician:

- (Home Depot) Delta Classic Kitchen Faucet (needed for portable dishwasher hookup)

- (MJK Electric) An electrician needs to install weatherproof outlets for the Club Cars at 2700 NE 57th Street and BCC (e.g. a Leviton sold at Home Depot for $21).

**Setup at 2700 NE 57th Street**

For a layout of 2700 NE 57th Street, see:

http://housing.x10host.com/layout_57_street_cots_01_15_18.pdf

**iBed in a Box**

Corner Housewares' iBed in a Box is a solution for accommodating a large group that needs to sleep at 57th Street for as long as six weeks.
The bed is lightweight and can be folded during the day. This product and accessories such as an extra mattress pad and fitted sheets are described in the Hobbit Housing Co-Op document (p. 6) at: http://housing.x10host.com/hobbit_beds_and_food.pdf

**Pillows, Pillow Cases and Blankets**

Daytime storage of bedding will be a factor when choosing a pillow size. Very large groups will need to purchase smaller pillows. Bedding can be folded, placed in a Dimpa storage bag and hung on a wooden hanger. Punched index cards (containing each person's name) can be attached to a storage bag handle with a Goody Ouchless Hair Elastic.

**Folding Stools**

Kikkerland Rhino folding stools will provide a surface next to each iBed (for an alarm, eyeglasses, or other personal items).

**Floor Lamps or Pendant Lamps with Plugs**

Floor lamps and pendant lamps with plugs are efficient forms of lighting when there is limited floor space. Home Depot sells a pendant light with a plug.
Ordering Online: Record Keeping and Deliveries

The ideal way to keep track of online orders is to set up a spreadsheet in an OpenOffice document and keep backups. Make columns for the date, item description, quantity, total and an additional column for handling requirements (e.g. assembly required). Enter item descriptions with the name of the retailer in parentheses and the description they use on their Web site.

Set up a “Central Processing” apartment in one of the empty apartments. I use the term “style sheet” to describe Adobe Illustrator documents I've created that contain images of products as well as captions containing (a.) the name of the retailer (b.) product description pasted from the retailer’s site (c.) price (d.) Web address. For a style sheet containing images of equipment needed for Central Processing, see:

http://crashlanding.x10host.com/startup_housing_co_op_clothing_shipments.pdf

This page contains images of the shelves that can be used to process deliveries.

Prior to delivery of any packages:

- Make a state name index for boxes by creating labels in an OpenOffice text document. Go to https://state.1keydata.com, drag select the names of states and paste them into use the OpenOffice word processor. Apply a 40 point type size. Print the names out and cut them up with a scissors or an Xacto knife, metal ruler and self-healing cutting board. If you have a need for more than 50 state names, start the list over and create state names such as ALASKA_2. Be prepared to make up to 20 versions, e.g. ALASKA_20

- Create a second document with a list of the state names and apply 12 point type. Save this file and make a backup. Note: Consider printing this list later and displaying the printout in central processing.

- Comb through the list of orders and arrange for freelancers who can assemble or install. Tools and a tool bag for this group are listed in the Local Shopping List (make sure a lunch is provided for this group).
As packages arrive:

• Before inserting the packing slip in an Avery sheet protector sleeve, open your OpenOffice text document with 12 point state names and assign a state name by typing a short description of the contents next to the name. The name of this state will need to be handwritten on a copy of the packing slip.

• Carefully open the box and look for a packing slip. Photocopy the packing slip and get ready to file it in an Avery plastic sheet protector sleeve in a 3-ring binder in alphabetical order BY STATE.

• To find an item, open your OpenOffice text document of state names with 12 point type. Use the FIND command to determine the state name.

As contents are unpacked and distributed:

• The box can be discarded and the state name and contents removed from the OpenOffice list. If you are displaying a printout in central processing, reprint the list.
FYI: Placeholder text here to show the approximate size and position of type.

Notes
The 57th Street location will have adequate floor space to accommodate small groups in Realms 1 and 4. At startup, larger groups will need 7 empty apartments at BCC. Within the first few hours of startup, the groups focus should be on sleeping arrangements and getting setup for shared meals.

Similar to the layout described for NE 57th Street, cots will need to be arranged for sleeping. The number, locations and specific arrangement will all need to be dowsed. First, dowsse general questions about the furniture arrangement. When the furniture is arranged and you think it is complete, dowsse the question, “Is this ok?”

Each cot (or iBed) will need a folding stool used as a night table. Floor lamps and night lights will also be needed for the room. The room will also need an arrangement of:

- Clothing racks for each person (e.g. Better Homes and Garden rack from Walmart (residents may want to try purchasing a $129 IKEA wardrobe, note: assembly is required). Bedding (a.) gets folded and stored at the foot of the bed (b.) is placed over a wooden hanger.

- Plano shelves (3 or 4 shelves per person, dowsse assignments and label the shelves). Shelves are used to (a.) store a stack of towels (b.) store a notebook computer (c.) store personal items in a fabric shopping bags. Leave one shelf empty for wet personal items after showering.

- Locations for air drying clothing. Besides the corners of Plano shelves, this could also be wall mounted swinging kitchen towel racks (used for hanging clothes hangers) or Household Essentials 2-Tier Tripod Air Dryers (these are large and can be used by more than one person)

Note: Each load of laundry should contain two peoples' clothes and towels that contain iron-on clothing labels.
Each apartment needs an ironing board (Rowenta and a Mainstays ironing board, see list of items to order online).

**Shared Dining**

Empty two bedroom apartments at BCC can accommodate a long, slim folding table arrangement in the main room. The black folding tables and folding chairs described in the previous chapter are easy to set up (Lifetime counter height tables will not be available immediately and will need to be ordered online).

Housing co-ops are supposed to employ two, full-time chefs for every group of 20 people (to prepare 3 meals and 2 snacks each day with extra help from residents whose assignments are dowsed). The two chefs need to share an apartment and they dine with residents at each meal (meals are mandatory). The people who you hire for this position need to be dowsed. They do not necessarily need work history as a professional chef, but an interest in food preparation and nutrition (see details in Chapter 4).

At startup, the chefs will need to use one of the bedrooms in the shared dining apartment as an office. They will need computer laptops, folding tables, chairs and floor lamps.

Chefs will need to dowses the menu for a month in advance and post the menu (meals and snacks) on magnetic white boards (see previous chapter). This monthly schedule can be created in a Table in an OpenOffice text document at startup until the magnetic white boards are mounted.

One of the long walls in the shared dining area (dowsed which one) will need magnetic white boards mounted for task assignments (Note: Check the Path to Ascension and Hobbit Housing Co-Op documents for cleaning supplies).

**Morning Routine**

Dowses the time you need to set your alarm (recently, my alarm has been set for 3:30 a.m.). If you have a task assignment as a shared dining helper, you will need to dowses what time to arrive. Others should dowses whether to shower and start washing clothes before or after breakfast (bedding gets washed a minimum of once-a-week).
Towels, Cloth and Paper

Towel requirements include:

- Each person will need a set of towels that can be labeled with iron-on name tags.

- Shared dining areas will need a set of hand towels and wash cloths (an alternate color is helpful e.g. dark green or chocolate brown). RE brand wash cloths are available in Navy Blue from Target (see list of items for a local shop).

- Uline Tork dispensers for commercial grade paper towels for bathrooms and shared dining (see list of online items)

Central Laundry

Large groups may need to install large capacity washers and dryers. Aaxon Laundry Systems is a local dealer that sells machines worldwide including hospitals in Africa.

Aaxon Laundry Systems
6100 N. Powerline Rd.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
TEL: 954-772-7100 or 800-826-1012

A central laundry will also need shelves, Ozark Trails folding wagons, Household Essentials 2-Tier Tripod Air Dryer (Bed Bath and Beyond or Amazon), plastic hangers, clothing racks and clothing dividers, For photos of the Aaxon Laundry Systems machines and the air dryer, see: http://crashlanding.x10host.com/sleeping.pdf.

For a photo of the Ozark Trails folding wagon, see: http://housing.x10host.com/path_to_ascension_04_08_17.pdf (p. 69)

Canopies

Large groups may need canopies similar to the ones used at farmers' markets and outdoor craft shows can be placed in the parking lot at BCC. Target's Threshold outdoor furniture or folding tables can be used as a temporary location for dining or projects, see: http://articles.x10.mx/style_sheet_canopy_setup.pdf
Shelves

Walmart sells a variety of shelves, See:
http://crashlanding.x10host.com/startup_housing_co_op_clothing_shipments.pdf
While one (or more) startup teams are dispatched to buy furniture (e.g. cots, tables and chairs) at local retailers, one or more other teams need to locate vehicles to do a local food shop. If time is short, purchase foods that do not need refrigeration (e.g. Walmart's own Great Value brand or Peter Pan peanut butter in 15 oz. jars, Sourdough Pretzels and Spring Water (small Publix bottles are ok at startup). Buy paper bowls or plates for handling these foods as well as napkins and paper towels.

**Shared Dining**

As described in the previous chapter, small, lightweight folding tables from Walmart can be used to set up a shared dining area. Sturdier tables (Walmart's own 4 foot folding tables) will be needed to support appliances such as toaster ovens, regular toasters, hot plates and coffee makers.

**Ramping**

Ramping refers to foods that are easy to prepare at startup. Examples include:

- **Ricotta Toast**
  Bilbo and Thorin discuss Ricotta Toast on p. 24 of the Hobbit Housing Co-Op document, see: http://housing.x10host.com/hobbit_beds_and_food.pdf

- **Pizza with Cheesecake for Dessert**
  Bilbo and Thorin discuss Ricotta Toast on p. 31 of the Hobbit Housing Co-Op document.
Egg Salad and Toast
Bilbo and Thorin discuss Ricotta Toast on p. 57 of the Hobbit Housing Co-Op document.

Grilled Open-Faced Cheese Sandwich
Bilbo and Thorin discuss Ricotta Toast on p. 75 of the Hobbit Housing Co-Op document.

Bilbo and Thorin also discuss several dairy snacks (two will be needed each day to reach daily protein minimums)
Each clone will need a minimum of 4 outfits and two pairs of shoes. When clothing or accessories are added, equivalent items need to be purchased for every clone (Note: When any travel is planned, all clones need to be included).

**Local Shops**

Local shops for clothing will need to be organized immediately. Hanes has a retail store at Sawgrass Mills Mall. Other retailers include Steinmart, Landsend Lighthouse in Sears (Boca Raton), and DSW The Hobbit Housing Co-Op document contains a chapter called “Clothing Basics” that contains suggested items from Walmart (for higher numbered realms where Walmart is the only retailer), see: http://housing.x10host.com/hobbit_beds_and_food.pdf (p. 79).

**Online Orders**

For style sheets containing images and URLs of approved clothing items, see the "Getting Settled, Florida, Page Two" Discussion Map document at: http://housing.x10host.com/bcc_discussion_map_getting_settled_florida_page_two.pdf

The purple type contains pathnames to documents that contain clothing.
FYI: Placeholder text here to show the approximate size and position of type.

Notes
Jeffrey Allen Inc, an electric car dealer in Davie, Florida (near Fort Lauderdale), will only be available as far as Realm 8. Polaris, the company that makes the GEM electric vehicles, will only be in Realm 1 and Realm 4.

**Rental Vehicles**

Ford Transit vehicles, available at Budget, contain seats for 12 passengers.

**Electric Vehicles**

Miami’s Indian Motorcycle Manufacturing Company is a subsidiary of Polaris Industries. The GEM e6 is a Polaris Industries six passenger vehicle that is described in my article about Low Speed Vehicles (LSVs) at: http://housing.x10host.com/low_speed_vehicle_08_01_17.pdf

The Jeffrey Allen dealer in Davie, Florida sells an eight passenger electric vehicle called a "Villager 8," see: http://housing.x10host.com/path_to_ascension_04_08_17.pdf (p. 26).